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The new edition of Supreme Court Decisions and Women's Rights is an authoritative, illustrated guide featuring over 75 Supreme Court cases covering all the important issues and movements pertaining to women's rights.
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Customer Reviews

The content of the book is so-so. Each chapter focuses on a handful of landmark Supreme Court cases to discuss society's attitude about women and their rights for that time period. Unfortunately, the writers jumped around the opinions and it's easy to confuse which opinion belonged to which case if you're not intimately familiar. Ultimately, I would say to read the index of cases for each chapter and then read the actual cases; forego the book and don't waste your time. The seller was great, though. They described the book as having heavy highlighting and some shelf wear (entire pages are obnoxiously highlighted), but it's in good and readable condition.

Terrible quality the book was all written over and had coffee stains. It was old and in no way good condition. Was not worth the price I paid
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